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Capture your daughter's school years in this easy-to-use keepsake. This is a wonderful way to

create lasting memories of each school year. There are fun fill-ins and places to collage photos.

This memory keeper will become a special memento to cherish for years to come.
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We have used these for all of our kids. I love them! I track these down because the pockets and

limited space are nice. You don't want to save everything. This limits you a bit. Pockets hold quite a

bit but now I don't have to feel bad keeping only truly special pieces.

This is the very best memory book! I have searched for a year and FINALLY found this one. There

is a lot of space to write and record memories and then it age appropriately goes down to one page

for the end of middle school and high school, BUT still has a nice page to record the important

things and pockets for each grade as well. I love this and would save yourself a lot of time searching

and buy this one! I bought one in pink and the other in red and blue as well.

I love this book! The front cover came a bit damaged (it had been squished by another heavy book

in the package and since this school years book isn't flat, it bent a little). I didn't care - I figured that it

will get bent at some point in time anyways with general use. There are plenty of pages (with open

tops to insert more pages of artwork/writing samples), cute questions, and I'm excited to make this

an annual tradition of filling out the questions! My daughter gets really excited to see how she used

to write her name in preschool. Great memory book!



I would like it much more if it wasn't all bent up on the corner. It appears to have been damaged

before it was even boxed and shipped. Otherwise, I love how I don't have to be creative and

scrapbook-ey to put together a cute book for my daughter's school memories. All I have to do is

help fill out questions about school and put her pictures and art work in the pockets.

This book has just enough room for the important information. I love the pockets to store papers,

mementos, etc. I agree that there is not a lot of space for the high school years but by then, my

daughter will be old enough to pick out her own book. Overall, I am very pleased with my purchase.

this is very pretty and my daughter who is not a pink kind of girl really loves it. BUT it is too much for

each grade. too many questions not to the point stuff. I have 2 others that have 2 pages max for

each year and that seems better. my others are boys and I can barely get them to fill that out.

maybe a girl will be different and they will enjoy answering all the silly long questions for each

year.well made though and pretty. picture spots on front of page are small. best feature is that it

does include preschool. and once you get to the high school part it is only one page per grade.

guess they expect you to buy a separate high school memory book.

It's a nicely put together book, with a lot of places to fill in things. some of the questions were kind of

specific. my class does/does not have a class pet. then It's name is _____. If you don't have a pet,

then this is not filled out, and seems like incomplete homework. The holes for the pictures on the

cover are smaller than typical wallet size, unless you like your child to be all 'face' in the photo. It's

worded in the child's point of view, and unless my child is dimmer than most, can't be filled out by a

kindergartner. The pockets are a nice feature for saving things in whole.

LOVE this book!! I love memories and this will help document all years of her schooling! The only

thing I wish is that you don't have a spot for the pre-k picture on the cover (it could be a space

issue). But there was plenty of pages for pre-k in the book.
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